A grid-based variational method to the solution of the Schrödinger equation: the q-exponential and the near Hartree-Fock results for the ground state atomic energies.
A grid-based variational method was proposed and applied to the ground state energies of atoms from the first to the third period of the periodic table. The nonuniform grid in the radial coordinate was defined by a q-exponential sequence. Some unusual properties between the optimum q-parameters and the electronic energies or atomic numbers are described. The behavior of the electronic energy, with respect to the q-parameter, yields near Hartree-Fock accuracy with a relatively small number of integration points. A simple relationship between the optimum q-parameters and the atomic numbers was found, which allowed the determination of the optimum q-parameters for atoms of the same period from two results. The remarkable results provide a simple alternative route to reach accurate results. The consistent results also suggest that this is not a random or accidental effect, but some optimum condition achieved by using a q-exponential mesh grid. Graphical abstract The q-exponential and the near Hartree-Fock results for the ground state atomic energies.